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ABsrRAcr

Material from the Nipissing mine, Cobalt, Ont-
ario, identified originally as schirmerite on the
basis of- its X-ray powder pattern, was proven 10
be a microprobe-homogeneous intergrowth of ga-
lena and matildite. The intergrowth could not be
etghed by standard methods. The etch technique
which. resolved,the problem consisted of exposing
a polished section, without immersion. to calciti
vigorously effervescing in conc:ntrated nitric acid.
This caused the galena to blacken, but left the
matildite unaffected.

The powder pattern given for schirmerite as
#175 in the Peacock Atlas should be discarded rn
favour of the data given by Karup.M/ller (1973).

SouuernE

Ua sp6cimen provenant de la mine Nipissing, ir
Cobalt, Ontario, identifi6 d'abord coflrme schiriir6-
rite, au vu de son diagramme de poudre aux
rayons X, s'est av6r6 6tre un agr6gat intime de ga-
ldne et de matildite homogdne i la microson'de.
C-et 6difice r6siste i toute attaque i l,acide faite
par les m6thodes habituelles. La technique qui 16_
soud le probldme consiste i exposer une section
polie, sans immersion, i de la calcite en forte ef_
tervescen@ dans de l,acide nitrique concentr€.
Sous cette action, la galdne noirgit it la matildite
reste intacte.

Le diagramme de poudre donn6 pour la schir_
m6rite au No. 175 de l,Atlas peacbck doit 6tre
3!q0onf^9!.remplac6 par les donn6es de Karup_
Mgller (1973).

(Traduit par le journal)

INTRoDUcTIoN

Sufficient rare mineral species from the Co_
balt camp have been reported in the literature
to warrant the undertaking of a program of
routine examination of alry speciinei which
appears in the least unusual. This paper is
based on the investigation of a 2 t6 : --
thick layer of_ a compact grey sulfide, adhering
to one side of a superb specimen of native bis_
muth, collected about 1907 from the early
workings of the Nipissing mine. The sulfide
was initially assumed to be matildite; however,

since- the powder pattern of a .,pure', sa.mple
closely nratched the pattern given for schirme-
rite (5 175 in the Peacock Atlas of Berrv &
Thompson l9A) furlber work was undertaken.
The recent study of schirmerite bv Karup-
Mlller (1973) had cast serious doubt on the
validity of the pattern given for schirmerite in
the Peacock Atlas. It therefore seemed desir-
able to characterize the mineral to which this
pattern actually belonged.

DEscRrprloN

The bulk of the specimen is composed of
native bismuth in the fbrm of an ellipsoidal pod
some 9X4X2 cm in size. The surface of the
bismuth is coated with a thin layer of granular
calcite containing a few large (3 mm) subhe-
dral quartz crystals. The grey sulfide occurs as
a surface deposit in only one area, some 5)(3
cm in size, and is in direct contact with the
bismuth. No other minerals have been found
on the specimen. Since it appears obvious that
the bismuth formed as a pod in a granular
white calcite vein, and further that th6re is a
complete absenc-e of native silver, algentite and
galena, it can be assumed that tle specimen is
probably from the Cobalt Hill vein on the
Nipissing property.

In hand specimen the material forms anhe_
dral compact masses, having a subconchoidal
to somewhat rneven fracture, with no visible
cleavage or parting. On a fresh break it is dark
gqeelSref in colour, but rapidly tarnishes to iron
black. The average Vick* microhardness.
measured at a 10g load, is 47.2, with u,"ns" of
45.5 to 50.1; this is equivalent to a Mohs iard-
ness of 2.5 to 3. The average density of seven
fragrnents, measured by flotation in toluene
using a Berman balance, was 7,O2, with a range
of 6.99 to 7.03.

The sulfide has for.med. in direct contact with
the surface of the bismuth mass, frequentlv on
the prominent {001} cleavages of tne bisJuth.
In polished section this contact is sharply de-
fined, _though somewhat undulatory. Soth th"
bismuth and the sulfide phase are optically ho_
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mogeneous in polished section, and contain
neitler inclusions nor visible intergrowths of
other minerals. The sulfide is of,completely uni-
form texture and very rarely shows evidence of
fracturing. Such fractures as are present are
fresh and without alteration rims: this distin-
guishes the material quite clearly from that de-
scribed by Kalup-MSller (1973).

ANALYTICAL

Electron microprobe analyses of the sulfide
and the bismuth were obtained at 20 kV using
pure rnetallic elements as standards for Bi, Ag
and Sb; galena was used for Pb and synthetic
pyrrhotite (39.6Vo S) for S. Other elernents
searched for but not detected were Cu, Fe and
Zn. T\e only impurity detected in the bismuth
was A.O2Vo antimony (corrected microprobe
sum before normalization : 99.63).

Five sulfide grains from various portions of
the specimen were analyzed. As the observed
counts were virtually identical in all cases, they
were averaged to form a composite analysis
(Table 1). Numerous scans made across each of
the grains confirmed that the material was ho-
mogeneous to the microProbe.

The powder pattern for the sulfide material is
given in Table 2, together with the pattern given
for schirmerite in the Peacock Atlas and the
patterns of galena and matildite. The pattern
given by KarupMlller (1'973) for schirmerite
bears little resemblance to any of these. The
powder pattern for the sulfide material, and the
fact that AglBi determined by microprobe was
essentially exactly that of matildite, strongly
suggested that the material was an intergrowth.
A minute, somewhat more coarsely-crystalline
fragment was selected and rnounted on the pre-
cession carnera. The resulting photographs were
consistent with two species diffracting simul'
taneously. Comparison with the original preces-
sion photographs of matildite ftindly loaned by
Dr. D. C. Harris; Harris & Thorpe L967) in-
dicated that approximately half of the fragment
was indeed matildite (dial axis = 4 axis) and
that the remainder was galena (dial axis " tl1 1l).

This left unexplained both the microprobe ho-
mogeneity and the total lack of reaction (except
for a uniform blackening of the specimen) to any
of the standard etch tests, including KCN, which
is highly recommended by R'amdohr (1969). A
number of experimental etohing solutions were
tested on additional polished sections. The re-
sults were unpromising excqtt in one case, in
which the nitric acid used continued to react

cessful technique resulting from this was to hold
the polished section over a beaker in which cal-
cite was vigorously effervescing in concentrated
nitric acid. This rapidly blackened the galena
with a small calcite vein cutting the sulfide after

TABLE 1. MICROPROBE DATA

Elerent l l ip lss ing  Mine
l4a ter ia l l
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!  PbS.AgBi52

21.98
20,47
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16. 'n
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ro .o t

1co""""iud sum = 99.40.

TABLE 2. COI.IPAMTIVE PO!{OER PAT1ERNS (Xi-FIL'TERED CU MOIATION)
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the specirnen had been removed from the solu-
tion. This revealed faint traces of an intergrowth
in the area adjacent to the calcite vein. The suc-
completely, but left the matildite unaffected, as
can be seen in Figure 1, which also shows the
sub-hexagonal net of matildite blades. Photo-
graphs of similar intergrowths are given by Ram-
dohr (1969, Figs. 450 and 452). The atea occu-
pied by matildite in an enlargment of Figure L
was measured by planimeter; on this basis, the
galena content is approximately 45%. An anal-
ysis subsequently calculated fot Vz PbS'AgBiS,
is given in Table 1, and is very similar to that
obtained for the intergrowth from the misro-
probe.

CoNcr-ustors

The powder pattern (#I75) given for schirme-
rite in the Peacock Atlas can now be considered
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Frc. 1. Oil-immersion photograph (1000X) of an
etched grain. The black areas are galena and
the light-grey blades are matildite.

discredited as representing a mixture of galena
and matildite, and should be replaced by tnat
given by KarupMlller (7973). In view of tt.
well-known painslslilg care exercised bV the
late R. M. Thompson, it is almost certain that
thig llttern represents an example of an ..un-
etchable" intergrowth such as that described
above, and as such may be taken as a clear warn_
ing to all ors minsratsgisl5.
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